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WORLD AIRLINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY

P.O. Box 660583

Miami Springs, FL 33266 USA

From The Flight Deck WARS gratefully acknowledges the support of the
Airliners International 2001 Miami Convention

Committee for their generous donation from the

proceeds of their show. This money wall be used to
help fund future AI events.

AIRLINERS INTERNATIONAL 2003.

Http: / /WWW.WAHSOnline.com
Information@WAHSOnline. com

This is the BIG question on everyone’s mind!
Please review the enclosed ballot for information

on how you can cast your vote for either Colum
bus OH, Oakland CA or Chicago IL as the site of
our 2003 show!

By tlie time you read this issue, WAHS should be
incorporated as a non-profit organization wathin
the State of Florida. We’ll give you more informa
tion on what this means for our organization and

the benefits that we expect to achieve from our

non-profit status.

Airlines of Latin America!

With this issue, we head down south to explore
airline memorabilia from Latin America. This excit

ing region of the world has some of the world’s old
est airlines. AVTANCA of Colombia traces its line

age back to the 1920s! Personally, we love travel
ing around Latin America which is easy to do from
our headquarters in Miami. Of course, some peo
ple also think that Miami is part of Latin America!

If you would like to learn more about the airlines
in this region, we suggested that you read R.E.G.
Davies’ masterpiece, AIRLINES OF LATIN AMERICA
SmCE 1919 fSmithsonian Institution Press. Wash
ington, DC 1984). An updated version may have
been published within the last couple of years.

Please feel free to send your comments and sug
gestions to us at WAHS headquarters. We hope to
do more for you, our members, during 2002 and
beyond to provide more value and benefits to your
WAHS membership in addition to receiving copies
of The Log on a quarterly basis. Let us know what
you want to see happen with our organization!

From all the members of the Board of Directors

and the Editorial Staff of The Log, our warmest

wishes to all of you during this holiday season and
for continued success and happiness during 2002.

EDITORS: William M. Demarest & Philip Glatt
Fax: -fl(786) 331-7024

Your Board of Directors worked hard to ensure

that we gave you as much information as possible
for a city site selection that meets the needs of our
organization and within our financial means.

Readers are reminded that the CAPTAIN’S LOG and the WAHS are both non-profit, all-volunteer organizations for which a few give
up much for their spare time for the benefit of the membership. Your editors (see Inside front cover) always welcome your contribu
tions in the form of copy, information, photographs and other illustrations, for inclusion in the CAPTAIN’S LOG. However, no pay
ment can be made for these contributions.

Opinions expressed and claims made in signed articles and/or advertisements published in the CAPTAIN'S LOG are strictly those of
the authors and/or advertisers and do not necessarily reflect the views of the WAHS and/or the CAPTAIN'S LOG. The WAHS and/or
the CAPTAIN'S LOG are not responsible for any claims (legal, monetary or otherwise) that may arise from statements made in signed
articles and/or advertisements. It is the responsibility of advertisers to check their advertisements upon receiving the magazine and
to notify the WAHS and/or CAPTAIN'S LOG of any errors.

We will present to the membership the rationale
behind our site selections and the by-laws for Air
liners International events at the WAHS annual

meeting during the AI 2002 show in Houston . It
takes at least 2 years of planning and a tremen
dous amount of volunteer time to put on an Air

liner International event for everyone to enjoy.

© 2001. All contents of the CAPTAIN'S LOG is strictly copyrighted. © Copyright of all original material in the CAPTAIN’S LOG re
mains with the creator(s) and/or owner(s) of said material. Reproduction of said material in the CAPTAIN’S LOG is strictly for illus
trative purposes and does not constitute endorsement by the CAPTAIN’S LOG and/or the WAHS of the product(s) mentioned.

Our goal is to ensure that we continue Paul
Collins’ legacy by sponsoring the Airliners Inter
national collectible event every year. We want Air

liners International to continue being “The World’s
Premier Airline Collectible Event!’’.

Captain’s Log Editorial Team

1965 Dandle Drive, Florissant, MO 63031

4041 S. Flanders Way, Aurora, CO 80013
P.O. Box 2744, Sequim, WA 98382-2774
621 Cascade Ct, Golden, CO 80403-1581

19836 SW 118 Ct, S. Miami Hts, FL 33177

6397 Tamarack Circle, Sykesville, MD 21784
1242 NW 102nd Way, Coral Springs, FL 33071
R.R. 7, Calgary, Alberta T2P 2G7 CANADA

2200 Ridgeway Lane, Charlottesville, VA 22911
29 The Paddock, uitchin, Herts. SG4 9LF ENGLAND

49 JO First Ave South, Minneapolis, MN 55409
2824 Cronin Drive, Springfield, IL 62707
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The SPRING 2002 issue of The Log will feature

Commuter Airlines of the United States!

AIRLINERS INTERNATIONAL 2002 Houston!

Please make plans to attend AI 2002 in Houston

next June. Registration information is on the in
side front cover. You won’t be disappointed!

RENEWAL NOTICES. We hope that take the time
to send in your renewal forms and dues for your
WAHS membership and subscription to The Log.

Regrettably we had to increase the membership
rates slightly in order to compensate for the
drastic postage rate hikes we’ve seen in the last
year. WAHS memberships will expire with Issue
26-4 in June 2002. For our Canadian and over

seas members, we elected to increase the member

ships so we can send your copies of The Log via air
mall. You will now receive your issues in a timely

manner rather than waiting weeks for The Log to
arrive via surface mail!

Sincerely,

Publication Schedule:

The CAPTAIN’S LOG j.s published four times in March, June, September and December.a year Philip Glatt
Vice President

William M. Demarest

President
Membership Fees:

USA

Canada

Elsewhere

$25 (Permit Mail Only), $35 First Class
$30 Air Mail

$30 Surface, $40 Air Mail
Ont.cY. Out Our “bites!

vivivi.viahsonline.6otn and

wvivi.airlinersinternational.6oni

You can renew your membership dues using your
VISA or Mastercard by going to our web site, www.
WAHSOnline.com, and clicking on the PayPal logo.

Sorry, but we can’t accept credit payments
through the mail.

All subscriptions will start and end with the same June issue. All persons joining WAHS will receive back copies of the LOG to
make their membership current.

54
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Playing Cards! i V—;ifSl3
i

By Fred Chan i« -rf.

topflite@olympiis. net

No one has an accurate count of the number of

airlines that have operated from Latin American

countries or, for that matter, from any other part
of the world. To my knowledge, only nineteen air
lines from that region have issued playing cards.
Many different designs have been produced by the
major carriers while the smaller ones have issued

only one or two designs. Among the larger Latin
American airlines, Aerolineas Argentinas has is
sued 13 designs, AeroPeru 7. Avianca 14, Ecuato-
riana 6, Varig 22, and Viasa 10.

There are some picturesque and colorful designs
although most have been of the plain institutional
variety. Because of space limitations here, I have
not attempted to show all of the known card de

signs but a representative from each of the nine
teen airlines. Whenever possible. 1 have selected a

card that is more interesting than other cards
from the same carrier. Some of the designs shown
here date back to the propeller era of aviation.

Generally, playing cards from Latin American air
lines are difficult to obtain because the quantities
of cards made are usually small. They are not of

ten distributed for inflight entertainment except
perhaps in first class but. more often, they are
used for marketing purposes. Consequently, prices
for these cards tend to be quite high as the only
ways that collectors can get them are through
friends with airline connections in Latin America

and occasionally at airline shows and on eBay
auctions. While most airlines in North America,

Europe, and Asia respond to requests for cards by
mail (even if they do not have any available). Latin
American carriers seem to have a different sense of

public relations. Letters are usually ignored and 1
have even received replies telling me not to bother
them anymore!
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More Airline Plying Cards!
Continuedfrom Page Safety Cards

On Board!I

r

By Todd Helm-'\r

helm@alvinskeys.com

Fig. A

Special thanks to Brian Barron

Avianca
My specific Latin American focus on Mexico illustrates what
a great opportunity there is for the collector on the Mexican
Airlines.

Fading from the skies, the DC-9 Series 10, can still be found
operating for Aerocaribe (A) and Aero California (B) Aero-
caribe's cards reflect the style similar to Mexicana Airlines.

The card is plastic and the aircraft illustrated has a blue
tail. This card is not dated nor shows the floor path lighting

system. Aero California DC-9-10 again an undated plastic
card as this is one of the originals. The safety cards for their
DC-9's now are created by Safeair and contain the informa
tion for passengers seated in exit rows and floor lighting sys

tems. The cards are the standard tri-fold style.

Avianca
Ecuatonana

1
r

k

Also flying the DC-9-15 was AeroMexico. This style is a

much older style and features a paper pamphlet, with the
cover in orange, black and white. (C) This illustration shows

the detailed look at the safety equipment location on the DC-
9. This style was also used on other aircraft including their
DC-8's.

E

Aano CAXJf«ORNIAsar

PARA 5U SE6URIDA0
FOR YOUR SAFETY

POUR VOTRE SECURTTE
PUEHT*S 06 SWJQA EXlTPOOttS

Vacationing in Mexico may find you on an Allegro 727 char
ter. (D) This is a plastic card with illustrations on both
sides. Up until about five years ago. Aero Cancun adorned
the skies with MD-80series and A310. This MD-80 example
(E) does not have a date but the plastic folder cover is in
green and black and shows the MD-80 rear service door on

the opposite side of the aircraft.

VIASA
VASP

Fig. B

UN£A

A£ROPOSTAl
VENSZOLAHA

Mexicana has remained very consistent with their style of
cards. The current cards with a photo of the specific aircraft
and green tail mirror Aero Mexico style. (F) The older 100
and 200 series of the 727 only had Mexicana titles on the
back bottom. The 727 with a blue tail provides great airline

identity and the newer 727 cards dated 4-00 has a picture of
the aircraft type. This is also true on the 757, A320 and F-
100.

i

s.

>●

/■* ‘v<k-
/

PUERTATB AS ERA/BACK DOOR
C£nTAlNS AV>QNS ONF DCS POfttES

ONT OCS DCSCEKTE&
ALO UHOS AVIOMES Tl£ H£N
RjEflTAS ..
OTROS ●nSNEN
CQMPUERTAS.kr soue PIAKES KAVE DOORS

OTHERS KAVE HATCHES

The AeroMexico DC-10 (G) dated October 1986 has the logo

in orange. The card has been revised with a blue logo as seen
on this B767-300ER card (H)

1

Safe Flying!Until next time

k Continued On Next Page
FaucettAeropostal Venezolana
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Timetables!
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Instrucciones de seguridad
Safety instructions ● U COCO'S efATiONA
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INTERNATIONAL ANO OOMEBTtCaeromexicoiS*
F\q. D Allegro

By David Keller TIME TABLEAl dMpvgut y (tcntu)*
Ai taKe-9tl and landing
Au decolljge ei a laveu tsogir dkeller@airlinetimetables.com

m

B767-300 ER As this issue of Captain’s Log is focused on

Latin American carriers, I have selected some is

sues from the 60's and 70’s that I find of particu
lar interest.
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lakeeff end landing

Au decode ge et o I'

ibey tghled.

Aerocondor Airlines was the number 2 Co

lombian international airline for a number of

years. The timetable illustrated is from October 1,
1970, at which time the carrier operated a fleet of
Electras on both domestic and international

routes, including 4 weekly trips to Miami. This
timetable also has an operating frequency I have
never seen before - “flight operates every other
day”. Aerocondor would later operate jet equip
ment, including 707’s and 720’s (most of which,
like the Electras, were ex-American Airlines air

craft), as well as a single Airbus A300.

a’ly

PoftictOAdf Obb^dirc agli gt*«Ui d^9 in<£cono dl

In d«c«[lo ● in antfragio
und londi<ngiiva9«

SOAR SUPER 00-9 rANJET

TO BAJA $UR ...

$106.48 ROUND THIP

LOS ANOELES TO lA PAZ
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OxyQen gli gmschronLuogeri

ftpcr«l»i ●l0<lr4nicM
electronic opplioncM

pe$ viriiier d'opporeiH elncironiqun
y^leio utpre epporecehi eJecirbAie
beme rod>o i/i>d le'nieFgeraf«

Ne

De

Um d«

In 1967, Aeronaves de Mexico (known as

AeroMexico since changing its name in 1972).
operated a substantial domestic network, and was
the only Mexican carrier operating to Europe. All

all-Douglas fleet was in use, from the prop-driven
Threes and Sixes, to the pure-Jet Eights and Nines.

Bine Kholte
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Aerolineas Argentinas was one of a num
ber of Latin American carriers to operate deHavil-
land Comet IV’s. In this November 1, 1967 timeta

ble, the high-profile routes to New York and
Europe were being operated with 707-320B’s,
while the Comets operated services such as the
Buenos Aires - Miami service, which stopped in

Caravelles operated short-haul services

fn

1X

4
4

Lima,

within South America.

Continued On Page 30 Continued On The Next Page
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CFKCTIVC PROM DEC. I. It72 TO APRIL 21. 1T73

Guest Aerovias Mexico was a long time operator
of Mexico City to Miami flights and not much else.
However, by 1960, the airline had opened a route
to South America, and another to Europe (by way
of Miami and Bermuda). In this timetable dated

June 1 (no year is specified), the carrier shows

Comet IV’s operating the thrice weekly service to
Europe. I am unable to find any evidence that
Guest actually operated Comets, so I do not know

if the service was actually flown.

[Editor's Note: GUESTflew the Comet in 1961.)

During the late 70’s, Belize Airways oper
ated a colorful fleet of ex-United Boeing 720’s on
flights from Miami to Belize, San Pedro Sula, and
San Salvador. For a rather low frequency opera
tion (only about 8 round trips per week), they had
a fleet that was more than adequate, and it was

common to see 3 or 4 of them parked together on
the ramp at Miami.

This BWIA (British West Indian Airways)
timetable shows one of the carrier’s new 727

“Sunjets” on the cover. These aircraft would be

sold to Braniff in the early 70’s as part of an ex
change that brought all of the world’s remaining
707-200 series aircraft (-227’s to be exact) to

BWIA. For the record, Braniff was the sole opera

tor of the 707-200 series, having ordered 5, one of
which crashed prior to delivery. One might sup
pose that when fuel prices skyrocketed in the mid

70’s, the BWIA regretted its acquisition of those
gas guzzlers!

AeroPeru was once Peru’s primary carrier.
In October of 1975, when this particular timetable
was issued, AeroPeru’s attractively painted DC-8’s
served 8 international destinations from Lima, and

a sizeable domestic network was served by 727’s,

F28’s, and F27’s. AeroPeru would later operate

Lion’s, including 2 that been specially built with
a lower deck lounge for PSA, and had proved
nearly impossible for Lockheed to get rid of.

Jet

mexicana
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and Mexico
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MIAMI Viasa was the primary international carrier

In this timetable

Ml

SYSTEM TIMETABLE

of Venezuela for many years,

from August 1. 1973, the carrier was operating 2
weekly 747 frequencies from Caracas to Europe.
As the airline did not own any 747’s, this was

made possible (at least in part) by a lease agree-
menl with l^LM.
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APSA (Acrolliieas Peruanas) operated
Convair 990’s from Lima to numerous destinations

in North and South America, and DC-8’s to

Europe. Five stops from Lima to London must
have been quite a treat!

In this Lanica timetable from late 1972,

the carrier was operating Convair 880 services
from Miami to Nicaragua, El Salvador and Mexico.

A year or so earlier, the airline was operating a
BAC 1-11. which is what the aircraft at the lower

portion of the cover was drawn to represent,
(Covers of earlier timetables show the same art
work at the bottom.) After the change to the

Convair, someone decided to touch up the art
work, drawing 4 “engines" on the wings, and add

ing the dark palm trees in the background to hide
the “T” tail of the 1-11.

ITINERARIOS
TIMETABLEMEXICO

?l^imi3AA».
i^ffli.n. s iH

asaMr.
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BELIZE AIRWAYS LIMITED
INTERNATIONAL SCHEDULE
ITINERARIO INTERNACIONAL

EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 29,1978 ● EFECTIVO OCTUBRE 29,197B
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MONDAY
LUNES

TUEBDAV

MANTES
FniOAY
VIERNES

SATURDAY
SABAOO

WEDNESDAY

MIERCOLES
THURSDAY

JUEVES
SATURDAY
SABAOO

SUNDAY

DOMINGOSERVICE FROM
SERVICIO OE

ST 500 ST 600 ST BOO ST 600 ST 500 ST 500 ST 600 ST 600

Although by 1969 Mexicana's Comets were
in their last months of service, this timetable

shows a number of flights still being operated.
727’s would force them into retirement the follow

ing year. One of Mexicana’s Comets, after having
been sold to a new concern, would end up stored

at Chicago, O’Hare for a number of years.

LV
B:00a.m. 8:00 a.m.San Salvador 8:00 a.m.8:00 a.m.SA

LV
10:00 a.m.10:00a.m. 11:35 a.m.10:00 a.m.San Pedro Sula

SA

AR 10:30 a.m.8:50 a.m. 8:50 a.m.Belize 10:30 a.m. 10:30 a.m. 12.05 p.m. 8:50 a.m. 8:50 a.m.
LL

*4'
FUoM

Vuoio ST1O0 ST 10O ST 1O0 ST 200 ST 100ST 100 ST 100 ST 100

LV
11:05 a.m.9:25 a.m. 9:25 a.m.Belize 11:05 a.m. 11:05 a.m. 12:40 p.m. 9:25 a.m.9:25 p.m.SA EfECIlVO. AGOSIO1.19/3 OCTUeRE 31.1973

EfFEClIVE: AUGUST 1.1973 OGOBER 31 1973
AR

Miami 2:05 p.m. 12:26 p.m. 2:05 p.m. 3:40 p.m. 12:26 p.m. 12:25 p.m.12:26 p.m.

All Times Local/Horas Locales Contimf«l On The Next Page
Continued On The Next Page
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Fig. 4. Another LACSA stick. This stick is flat and
two sided. The reverse side show “William Grants

Finest Scotch Whisky.” The stick is 6-3/4" long
and red. The writing, happy aircraft, and advertis
ing on the reverse side are hot stamped gold. The
manufacturer on one side says Made In Costa
Rica” and the other side says “Star C.R.".

Airline Happy Hour!
By A1 Tasca
altasca@ps. com

\■ ^/ ^In keeping with the theme of this issue, Latin
American carriers, we will focus on swizzle sticks

from carriers in Central America. I will cover South

American and Mexican carriers in upcoming arti
cles — there’s too many to include this time
around!

hi)a

V -

Fig. 4

Fig. 5. This square ‘Tod” type LACSA stick is 6”
long and dark blue. It says “Lineas Aereas Costar-
ricenses, S.A. “ in block white hot stamped capital

letters on one side. The manufacturer is “Spir-It
USA."

Guest Airways Comet (PhotoJ'rom timetable)
Fig. 1. LACSA, Lineas Aereas Costarricenses S.A.
of Costa Rica. This one sided stick is 6-3/8” long.
The nine colors that 1 have are dark brown, lighter
brown, dark bronze, purple, light green, two
shades of medium blue, yellow and white. The

raised logo and writing on the ends of the sticks
are gold. The manufacturer of these LACSA sticks

is “Sunshine Plastics, Hialeah. FL". Note: The top
of the white stick is about 1/8" diameter smaller
than the other eight sticks.

PACIFIC ROUTES

AR¬ AB- AR-
361 ' 371

AR- AR- AR- I AR-
371 361

AR- AR-AR- AR- AR- AR- AR-

361 371 361 COMET IV 360 370 360 370 360 360 370

o
JET JET JETJET JET JET JET JET JET I JET JET JET JET JET

Tu I We Fig. 5

Fig. 6. TAN (Transportes Aereos Nacionales) S.A.
Honduras International Airline. This “rod” type
stick is 5-1/2” long, slightly shorter than the one
in Fig. 5 and slightly thinner. It is also dark blue
with hot stamped white writing on one side but the
dark blue is a slightly different shade. The manu
facturer is also Spir-It USA.
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Ct-●Subject to GovcruiuciiL Approval.
Subject to Change without uutiee. Fig. 2. This 4-7/8” stick is also one sided with the

logo, writing, and aircraft raised very slightly. The
colors that I have are orange, dark blue, yellow
and red. The lettering, logo, and aircraft are white.
The backstamp indicates “Made in Costa Rica.”

Fig. 6

Aerolineas Argentinas Nouember 1. 1961 Timetable
Fig. 7. This 5-1/’2” rod is the same color as the
stick in Fig. 5 and also has white hot stamped let
tering. TAN and SAHSA (Servicio Aereo Honduras.
S.A.) joined forces in 1970.

Fig. 7

a^ fi Ti

Fig. 8. This LANICA (Lineas Aereas de Nicaragua,
S.A.) stick is the same size and colors as the TAN

Airlines stick in Fig. 6. The manufacturer once
again is Spir-It.

Fig. 2

Fig. 3. This LACSA stick is 6-3/4” from its two-
highest points and is also one sided. The raised
letter says “Lineas Aerea de Costa Rica”. Tlie logo
on the top of the stick is black—this is the only
color that I know of No manufacturer’s name is

evident on the stick.

,1^

T

0 .u)niiu\

Fig. 8

Fig. 9. This very nice one sided 6-1/4” LANICA

stick has a raised block name that is slightly
higher above and below the shank. The “JET

BACl-11” is raised. The aircraft on the top is con
toured and detailed even down to the windows and

engine! The only color that I have is an all medium
blue. The manufacturer is Sunshine Plastics.
Hialeah, FL.

VIASA Boeing 747 Fig. 3

Continued On Page 18
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Ansett changed their name again in 1990 to Ansett

Australia. This jacket wing was obtained at the
Olympic Games in Sydney in 2000. I’m not sure if

this is a complete set of Ansett wings. Perhaps one
of our members can tell me?

What Is It?

By Ken Taylor
keebeetay@ao Lcom

At’ia 400 Charter

!■

, ,1,1
A letter from David Rowe of the UK with a couple
of answers. With reference to Inland Air Lines,

Inland was founded in 1930as Wyoming Air Ser
vice with a CAM-13 route between Denver and

Billings. Inland sold the Denver —Pueblo section to
Continental in 1937 and the Cheyenne —Denver

route in the same year. The name was changed to
Inland Air Lines in 1938 with a route from Chey
enne to Great Falls and Huron. The route was not

successful. Western Air Lines acquired a majority
interest in Inland in 1943 and totally merged with
the carrier in 1952.

Ansett helped evacuate Darwin in the Northern

Territory of Australia after the 1942 bombing by
the Japanese. By 1946, Ansett had expanded his
routes to many parts of Australia. By the mid-

1950s. the airline was flying a DC-6 and holiday
hotels and resorts added to the airline’s holdings.

This jacket wing was produced in 1957 when An
sett purchased the largest airline in the country,
Australian National Airways. The company was
then known as ‘Ansett-A.N.A.’.

AVL—Arkangelsk Airlines. Arkangelsk.Russia 2001Several issues ago in The Log. I included a selec
tion of jacket wings and cap badges from Russia.
Since that time, I have added about 50

badges and wings. Here are more examples from
my collection of wings and badges from Russia
and the countries from the former Soviet Union. I
am not sure where some of these airlines are lo
cated or their size. Some of these carriers are still

in operation; others disappeared after a few flights.

more

and Cargo Charter 2000Sukhoi Aircraft Factory

A

M^ //7l/7r?0 /7//7 ///7SsL^
A

David makes reference to RT 52 in the previous

issue of The Log as being a wing from Aero Turas.

The proper name is Aero Turas Teoranta, a cur
rent Irish cargo operator since 1962, but they were
never known as ‘ATI’.

Center Avia of Bykovo. Russia 1999KazAlr Westfrom the independent state of Kazakhstan

By 1979, control of the company was passed to
the News Corporation of Australia and TNT Lim
ited. With the new ownership came new colors,
logo, management team, and a new wing!

A letter from Igors Krivcovs with a picture of this
U. S. Air Force style wing with a Pan Am emblem
in the center. Is this a real PAA wing? If so. where

and when was this wing used? V L T Helicopter Service of Russia 2000
RusAir. a division oj Clintondale Aviation 1999

iT—v nriViOTr ● ■
Ansett has seen many changes over the years with
new aircraft and routes added to the system. Sir
Reginald Ansett died at age 72 in 1981. I obtained
this jacket wing from our pilot while visiting Perth.
Australia in 1986.

Sayany Airlines, a division of Bailcai Airlines.
Bailcal. Russia 1997

Aeroshelf, A Russian charter company 1997
The remainder of this column will be taken up

with a group of wings from Ansett Airlines of Aus
tralia.

R. M. Ansett founded Ansett Airlines with one sin

gle engine Fokker aircraft with their first flight on
February 17. 1936. Ansett then purchased three
Lockheed Electra (twin engine), uniformed the
crew, and produced this jacket wing in 1937.

Corirtnenfai Airlines of Russia. 2001

Alyrau Airways of Kazakhstan 2000 Continued On The Next Page
Continued On The Next Page
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Airline Happy Hour! Continued From Page 15 Continental Airlines now stocks a new mug (#3) in
their President’s Clubs. I’m not sure if it is used in

flight service. Each mug has the airline's name

(#4) on the bottom. Mug was supplied by Rego and
imported from the Orient.

Airline China!
By Richard W. Luckinji" tr-

/ /

Air Pass Airlines of nissia 2000

Recently I’ve added to our collection a new pattern
(#1) produced for Omni Air International. Founded
in 1983, this carrier offers charter flights to vari
ous destinations in the United States, Mexico, the

Caribbean and Central America.

Fig. 9

Fig. 10. TACA (Transportes Aereos Centro Ameri
canos) of El Salvador. This 6-5/8" flat, two identi
cal sided stick is milk white with the circle, logo,

and writing (“International Airlines”) on the
top in black on both sides. No manufacturer is in
dicated on the stick.

name

Mimi Air Enterprise of the Diamond Sakha Line
Republic of Sakha Yakutia of Eastern Russia

Fig. 10

pick” style stick is only 4" long and
clear with raised logo and
(“International Airlines” in
in the manufacturer.

Fig. 11. This
one sided. The stick is
the name and writing

dark blue. Splt-It is again
What’s unusual about this pattern is its weight.
Not the usual light-weight ware provided to most
airlines, this service is a heavy-weight restaurant
china supplied by Delco which is now part of the
Oneida group. The decoration features a maroon

band with silver trim. The logo is also maroon but
the stylized plane and flight path design is gray.
Neither piece in the photo is back stamped with
the airline’s name.

Tyumen Avia Trans from the Tyumen region of Northern Russia

Guyana Airlines recently introduced this updated

version (#5) of their older pattern. The logo is
green and yellow, while the pinstripe around the
edge is green. All the pieces are back stamped with
both the manufacturer’s and the airline’s name

(#6).

Fig. 12

That’s it for this issue of the LOG!

Dalavia Far Eastern Airlines

Editor's Note: In our Fall 2001 issue, the PSA sttcks

shown on Page 16 should have been labeled Fig. 10
andFtg. 12. Our apologies for the confusion!

Fig. 5 Top Fig. 6 Bottom

Mad* CxprMttly fof
Ouyafta

This is a very large badge cap from an Aeroflot
crew ordered to fly the President of Burkino Faso in
Central Africa to Moscow and back in 1999. ●>V

Here’s another new pattern (#2) recently supplied
to TinAirlines. The decoration colors are blue and

black with a bright gold trim. China Concepts of
Golden, CO supplied this pattern to Aircraft
Equipment Corporation who in turn sold it to the
airline.

Do you have a question? An answer? Please write
me! Ken W. Taylor. R R 7, Calgary, Alberta T2P
2G7 CANADA BY VTCTOIUAHOLIDAY GREETINGS 1947! From Argentina's Aeroposla

Airlines. Airline issued postcard of the VUcing aircraft from the
Collection of Bill Demarest.
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Closing out the column are three U.S. Air Force
pieces from the past: pattern made for the Tactical

Air Command (#16). scalloped edge plate (#17)
made for the Officer’s Club at MacDill Air Force

Base in Florida, and a sugar bowl (#18) made for
the 475th Air Base Wing in Japan.

Talk about bright colors! These various cup and
saucer sets (#7. #8, #9) used by Cathay Pacific are
decorated in bright green, yellow, red, blue and
black. The designs are certainly a departure from
the usual conservative decoration found on most

airline china. Refreshing, isn’t it?

t

[ ii

A,
Nd274H

PAAMGftA
Fig. 16 Fig. 17

Fig. 12

Fig. 7

Before British Airways halted Concorde flights,
they offered this deluxe gift (#13) made by Wedg
wood. This multi-colored small plate certainly

provided a quality gift for their first class passen¬
gers.

Fig. 8

Fig. 18

Well, that’s it for now. I hope you enjoyed the vari
ety of china patterns shown this time. If anyone
has a pattern they would like to share with read
ers, please send me a photograph. I’ll be glad to
include it in an upcoming column.

Traveling back into the past is this China Clipper
four section plate (#14). The decoration is red. The
back stamp (#15) leaves no doubt who made the
china or who it was made for. This is a heavy
weight ware which may have been used in certain
hotels that were operated on various Pacific Is
lands by Pan American.

PANAGRA Route Map Dated 1961
From The Collection Of Bill Demarest

y^irJinera Intemationaf
Houston, TX

Jun 19-23,2002

Fly Continental to Your Event and Save]

%

Reference f»: M3X9LL

Z-Code; ZJGJFig. 9

British Airways has a set of six oversized cups
(#10. #11). They feature various London scenes
and each piece is back stamped (#12) with the
airline’s name. Pieces were supplied by Royal
Doulton China which is located in Stoke-on-Trent,

England.
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Fig. 14. I make no excuses for including this bag
gage tag for SABENA as it is so nice! Two tone blue
DC-6, red destination, white ‘Brussels’, all on light
blue with Sabena titles in black. It cost me $5 but

is well worth it!

Sticker Chatter!
By David A. Rowe

AEROMAR
■ ' AIRLINES

Fig. 1. We start with a very colorful offering from
GRUPO TACA used forchildren. Multicolored on

white. Credit Tapio Tekkela.

Fig 2. A nice BIL from AEROMAR AIRLINES of the
Dominican Republic, white on blue from Dave
Cherkis.

Fig. 3. A new airline for my collection was ACES of
Colombia. Orange, blue, and black on a white BIL
from Dave Cherkis.

Fig. 4. Again, a new airline for me. ATHABASKA
AIRWAYS of Canada. A nice BIL in blue and black

on gray. Glenn Etchells of Canada, thanks!

Fig. 5. The third “I Crossed The Equator With Ga-
ruda” sticker I have acquired - all superb multicol
ored examples.

Fig. 6. WELCOME AIR of Austria is a new carrier
flying Domier 228s. This sticker is part of a set
sold at Rotterdam Airport and ‘rescued by my
Dutch friend. Henk Heiden. Aircraft is yellow and
purple.

Fig. 7. Black, blue on white with this nice offering
from CAPE AIR who fly Cessna 402Cs from their
bases in Hyannis and Key West. Henk Heiden
again.

Fig. 8. Nice older issue from BRITISH AIRWAYS in
Finland. Red, black, and silver on white. Tapoi
Tekkala again.

Fig. 9. AIR ATLANTA provided this one in red and
blue on white via Bill Demarest.

Fig. 10. Another from Bill is this blue and white
offering from HAMBURG INTERNATIONAL in Ger
many.

Fig. 11. ALKAN AIR flies King Airs and Navajos
from Whitehorse. Yukon Territories and this is ba

sically red, blue and white with multicolored flags
which 1 assume represent the various provinces of
Canada. Dave Cherkis.

Fig. 12. YETI AIRWAYS of Nepal is another first for
me, thanks to Hector Cabezas in Frankfurt. Green

and gold on white. The airline flies Twin Otters.

Fig. 13. SWISSWINGS is the new name for Air En-
giadina of Switzerland. Very smart in red, black
and grey on white.

Fig. 15. INDIAN AIRLINES supplied this cut-out
A320 at the recent World Travel Market in London.

Black and orange on white.
Fig. 2.
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IDENTinCACION DE EQUIPAJE

BAGGAGE IDENTIFICATIONFig. 16. Another sticker from the WTM is this

BANGKOK AIRWAYS Boeing 717 in yellow and
white on blue.

Fig. 17. The last sticker from WTM is this one for
PRECISIONAIR of Tanzania who have had new

stickers for the past 3 years and put to shame the

major airlines who produce nothing! Green, yellow,
black and white.

t4 MtOalU ● *

Fig. 1. Fig. 3.

ROHERDAM AIRPORT Dat is ons vliegveld!
’’Cl ’■

Fig. 18. CITY BIRD of Belgium (now defunct) is
shown onthis new sticker from Airbus. Very strik
ing with white titles, orange ‘Cargo’, and ‘YS’ on
black. Usual white background and silver outer
edge.

Fig. 19. Another striking Airbus issue is for MNG
AIRLINES CARGO of Turkey. Aircraft is yellow
with blue titles, black fuselage, and tail in blue
with yellow logo and words. ‘DANZAS’ is a Swiss
freight carrier. Usual white background and silver
outer edge.

#nB*AlRWAYS LTD.
.^1 wefcowe

●"If.

DORNIER 328
fT£!:

● Scheduled Air Service ● Charter Air Service ●
Fig. 6.

Cape Cur’s
I O. ^—IT

Key West

GOLDEN OLDIES SECTION

CmFig. 20. AEROPOSTA ARGENTINA label in black,

blue, gray and orange featuring the JU.52 of which
the airline operated three in 1937.

Fig. 21. AVIANCA label in red, yellow, black and
blue showing a DC-4.

Fig. 22, LAN-CHILE label in red, white and blue

with a Lockheed 10 Electra being attacked by a lo
cal resident!

Fig. 7.

Fig. 23. AEROVIAS ECUATORIANAS (AREA) oper
ated Boeing 307s in the early 1950s to Miami.
Red, white and blue.

1S«- 19K

I

Fig. 24. CAUSA of Uruguay flew JU.52s with floats
on serviees between Montevideo and Buenos Aires

from 1938. Black, blue, orange and white.

Fig. 25. LAV - LINEA AEROPOSTAL VENEZOLANA
provided this beautiful Connie label in black and

brown on buff yellow.

British Airways
VEARSOr

EXCELLSfKe

Fig. 8.

That's all for this time around!

Continued On Page 23
Continued On The Next Page
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MNG AIRLINES CARGOFig. 17.
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Sticker Selection

From Latin American

Carriers!
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Heading further on down the west coast, perhaps this aircraft,
a B727-200 drawing or enhanced photograph of LAB's.
#P2843 manufactured for the carrier by Dynacolor Graphics
of Miami. “Lloyd Aero Boliviano; Serving South America
Since 1925.”

Postcard Corner!

By Allan Van Wickler

amvwdsvw@earthlink. net

As a sales management trainee for Pan Am in 1958, I recall
giving a dowager the wrong information on the telephone
sales line. I quoted the “book fare tourist class” for a RSA
when she was responding to a NY Sunday Times ad offering
a significant reduction.

A real learning experience. I was so young. 1 probably hardly
ever heard of South America or the Sunday Times or advertis

ing per se, let alone a marketing ploy such as “Round South
America” fare. But. thaf’s why you train. I was eventually
was able to accommodate her and she was very nice about it.

.1

I flew to CCS/MIQ from JFK on one of VIASA’s ‘Stretch-8s’
for a meeting in 1973. Enjoyable. This card, 85.564, was pub
lished for the carrier by Bandrich in Miami.

A fine drawing of AVIANCA’s B720-B indicating their
‘Ruana Roja” service, ie red cloak worn by the stewardesses.
It was an effective marketing tool in its time.

A now to that slender slip of land on the West Coast called

Chile with four great cards, commencing with LAN-Chile's
DC-6B (CC-CLDE) published by Plastichrome P30977. Out
standing card. Next comes a B707 of LAN-Chile. not a par

ticularly well done drawing, but still effective, also coming
out of Miami by Summerland Photo Service.

Hr"

Now here we are with an issue on a continent where “nothing

really ever happens.” Same old deforestation, torture, infla
tion, favellas, Simon Bolivar, while everyone dances the
Samba.

But “Flying Down To Rio” is part of our past culture and not
including American carriers of the past such as PAA, Braniff,
and Panagra, and Panama, I still have almost 300 South
America cards. What you’ll see, 1 haven’t shown before and
they’re almost all company cards except for the first two com

mencing with an AVIANCA Super Constellation at Rhein-
Main, a wonderflil B&W period piece. They’re also all 3-1/2”
X 5-1/2” unless otherwise noted.

Heading to the southwest, a wonderful B727-200 of TAME,
the Ecuadorian carrier, for which I traded with Bill Demarest

in February of 1985!

Let’s go next door to Venezuela with the lovely LAV early
Connie linen card, E-9778, published for their New York of

fice by Andres Co. Five hours to Havana and another five to
Maiquetia Airport on the South American coast. Hmmm.¥

■Jf
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The card was mailed, the stamp was steamed off, the date is
hidden, but it is a wonderful mid-fifties photo when FRA was

just a tad smaller. An Echt Foto Nr. 3/55 airport card. An excellent drawing of APSA - Aerolineas Peruanas’
CV-990, #85916, published by Hannau-Robinson in Miami
Beach.Let’s stay with AVIANCA with a Dexter Press “airport card”

chrome, #48235, with its message en espanol. A magnificent
DC-4 at rest with a C-46 in the background, it went for two
bucks in 1984.

Continued On The Next Page
Continued On The Next Page
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in 1982.

Coming up a bit, a quick stop in Uruguay to view this good

looking B727-100 company card of PLUNA, the national

B737-300 in their striking new livery. A card for the ages.

And then, to go back a bit, VARIG’s company card of PP-
VDP, an example of their MD-11. When we were all doing a

ramp tour together at LAX a while back, 1 remember that air-

Let’s also show two 4” x 6” company cards; one of their
B707 and the other, a B727-100; both in flight, right to left.

They were published in France. The B707 card has “...the
first to link Australia and South America via the South Pole”
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1 had to include at least one card in REAL'S spectacular (and
dated) livery of green and white of PP-YSA. their L-I049H
Super Constellation. Card is numbered 105-3-58.

carrier.

And, finally, to Brazil/Brasil. And to offer a few new cards,

which is not usual for this article. Let’s start by celebrating
the emergence of Brazil’s Embraer, the manufacturer, as one

of the largest commercial aircraft purveyors in the world.
Here is a great in flight show of Rio-Sul’s ERJ-145, a perfect

craft especially on take-off Truly a beautiful sight and sound.

And, to round out our selection of that fine carrier are these

company cards published in Brazil, their Super Constellation
and their Rolls-Royce powered B707., and three Caravelles
flying in formation (drawing).

Jet Class
&U-14S

Hope you enjoy our two VASP entries, the modern MD-11
card shown and the 4-5/16” x 6-1/8” Boeing 727-200.as its tag line.

Heading over the Andes and into Argentina, our sole
Aerolineas Argentinas entry in this 25 card potpourri is their
wonderful Comet IV company card that 1 purchased for $1.75

4” X 6” contemporary chrome.

Let’s stay with 4” x 6” chromes with this superb VARIG

irmioi.’SRcw^ vuno$ r RCSRim
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Civil Aviation Memorabilia

Of The

Ford Motor Company

Safety Cards On Board!
Continued From Page 10

^VASP

By Tim O’Callaghan

timothyo@ameritech.net

Due to economic conditions caused by the Great
Depression, The Ford Airplane Division, which in
cluded the Ford Air Transport Service, was closed
in 1932 with only a few mechanics retained at

Ford Airport to provide warranty service on Ford

planes. In early 1941, with the approach of World
War II, the Airport was reopened and flight service
was reestablished and renamed Ford Air Transpor
tation Office (FATO) to provide pilots for Ford’s

new B-24 bomber plant at Willow Run, Michigan.
Among the first Ford pilots hired was Charles
Lindbergh. At this time all war production plants
required photographic identification badges and
these early Ford pilots wore a stainless steel photo
identification badge similar to that shown in Illus
tration # 6A.

Ford Motor Company civil aviation collectibles are

available, but most are scarce with many following
into the rare category. The items accompanying
this article include both types and tell a story of
Ford’s civil aviation activities through their post
cards, badges and pins.

■V

We’ll close up shop for this quarter with two more Brazilian
company cards. The beautiful B727-100 series example of

CRUZEIRO and the crhne de la creme, PP-CBl, the pre-
WWIl Focke-Wolfe Condor, 5-5/6” x 4-1/4”.

Henry Ford started the Ford Air Transport Service
(with the unfortunate acronym of FATS) in April
1925 with the single engine Stout Air Transport
(#1) — the first successful all-metal plane in the
United States. His stated intention was to demon
strate the safety, reliability, and economic feasibil
ity of commercial aviation. The first flight on April
13, 1925 was between Ford’s new airport in Dear
born, Michigan and the Air Mail field in the Chi
cago suburb of Maywood, Illinois. Later service
would be extended to Cleveland, Ohio and Buffalo,

New York. This was not a passenger service, as
only company freight and mail was to be carried
but it was a first airline to fly on a predicable
schedule. In August 1925, Henry Ford purchased
the Stout Metal Airplane Company and these sin
gle engine planes, now built by Ford, were used in
passenger service by Stout Air Services and Flor
ida Airways in 1925 and 1926.

Following the end of the war. Ford continued their
Air Transportation Office operation and the ADM

badge (#6) was used by pilots and all other air-
service employees. In 1947, plastic identification
cards were substituted for badges for pilots and
other salaried personnel, while hourly personnel

would continue to use badges until 1966. In 1947,
Ford Airport in Dearborn was closed and aviation
operations were transferred to what is now Detroit

Metropolitan Airport.

Fig. E AeroCancun

Fig. F Mexicana

B727
tnstnjcclones de seguridad
Safety instructions
Consiqnes de sdcunlS	

MEXICRNR ^
FVMAR/ABAOCHAA ClM1V«KM cvwtdo

IrWrueeMM iHt fir IiIti

PROCEDIMrENTOS DE SEGURIDAD

SAFETY PROCEDURES CARD

B727 Pilots, at this time, wore conservative business

suits with no badges or anything else that would
identify them as Ford pilots. By the late 1960s,
small silver (pilots) and gold (crew) lapel pins (#7)
were distributed. With the purchase of a Boeing
727 passenger jet in 1972 for international service,
air crew uniforms were introduced with gold wings
for Ford pilot’s chest (#8) and an insignia for their
hat (#11). New wings for pilots (#9) and flight at
tendants (#10) were introduced in 1988.

Once Ford had purchased the Stout company,

work began on a three-motor version and by 1926
the Ford Tri-Motor, as we know it today, entered
service (#2). This plane would prove to be the
back-bone of the infant commercial aviation in

dustry and was called by the Smithsonian “a rug
ged dependable transport airplane which won
permanent place in aviation history.” Although
only 198 of these planes were built between 1925
and 1932, they were used by all of today’s major
airlines or their predecessors and over 100 airlines
around the world. Illustration #3 shows the badge

worn by Ford pilots, and all other employees of
Ford’s Airplane Division, from 1925 to 1932 and is
one of the rarest collectibles. Illustrations #4 and

#5 show lapel pins of unknown origin with the lat
ter one probably dating from the late 1930s or
1940s.

MEX!car<ja m

SALIDAS DE EMERGENCIA EXIT DOORS
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In 1992, Ford celebrated the 50*^ anniversary of

the Ford Air Transportation Office with a dinner

for employees and retirees and a display of air
planes and Ford memorabilia in their hangar at
Detroit Metropolitan Airport. The label pin (#12)
was presentedto all attendees.

VITE LA

EKTANA

lEUOVE
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Hasla luego. Amigos! Hope you’ve enjoyed your very own

‘Round South America air voyage being conveyed by airline
postcard.

SNTAMA

DOOR

Confinued On The Nexi Page
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From the acquisition of the first Grumman Goose
airplane in 1941 to the present day, Ford’s air ser
vice has operated about 40 aircraft of 17 different

types with one of the best safety records in private
commercial aviation. They currently operate 5
Gulfstream G5s and 2 Fokker 70s.

Author Timothy O’Callaghan has published two
books pertaining to the Ford Motor Company's in

volvement in civil aviation. Henry Ford’s Airport
(1995) and The Aviation Legacy of Henry &

Edsel Ford (2001). Autographed copies of Legacy
can be obtained from T & D Associates, do Tim

O’Callaghan, P.O. Box 512, Northvaie.MI 48167for
$34.95 plus $3.50 S & H (MI residents please add
$2.10 tax.) Credit card orders are handled through

Ford Aviation Memorabilia

Continuedfrom Page XXX

THE FORD MONOPLANE.

# 1 - Stout Air Transport in Ford
Air Transportation Service.

t4 .

#8

#12

# 2 - Ford Tri-Motor in Ford

Air Transportation Service.
Conlinued On The Next Page
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Lloyd Aereo Boliviano (LAB) (#8) put out only one

junior wing but certainly a different junior wing.
Large is size as are their pilot wings; this is a blue
and gold pin back.

Jr. Wings!
By Stan Baumwald
stanwing(^ellsouth.net

Avianca (#4) has a different style wing which is a
pin back and colored in gold, red and white.

FILOTO JET IMEflNTfl

There are many airlines in Latin America that have
issued Junior Wings. In fact, going through my
Junior Crew Member book, 1 find a total of 23 dif

ferent airlines and even though some have issued
only one wing, others have issued five or so. That
being the case, I could not cover all of the airlines
so I will just pick out a few of what I think are the
more interesting junior wings. So lets start the trip
from Mexico round trip to Mexico.

Aero Mexico (#1) has produced two different
wings that are really interesting in that they are
made of rubber. These are the only junior wings

made of that product and they are really the same
except that one of them leaves out the name of the
airline and the other includes it.

Fig. 10

Well, we started with Mexico, went south and then

returned to Mexico. A nice round trip!

And Aeropostal (#5) once put out a paper junior
wing and it is gold foil with black and blue print
ing. The words “Aeropostal Tripulante Juvenil” ap
pear on it.

Happy Collecting,
Stan

^*1' m-

On our way back north, we will check out Peru.
Most people know about the Aero Peru junior wing
but how many have the Faucett (#9) junior wing?
Not many, I bet, as I have never seen this at auc
tion and only know of one person who has it in
their collection. This is surprising as it is a Stoffel
wing and generally these are fairly common but
then again, look at the Texas International junior
wing.

Web Sites

For The Airline Enthusiast!\ m

http://WWW.Postcards:

aircardz.com

postcardpost.com
geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/

Launchpad/4741/

7. ■

mnm.
Fig. 5

williamdemarest.com

members.fortunecity.com/gerbich/
newcards/

VASP of Brazil put out a total of four different jun
ior wings but the most interesting are the first two
issued. One has a star in the center (#6) and 1

would classify this as a Junior Pilot and the other
has a quill in the center and this would have to be
a Junior Purser (#7) as a quill is the insignia for a
Purser.

i aerofnexico^
newcards.htm

airpostcards. narod.ru /
geocities.com/robinzammit
www2. ocn. ne. jp / ~saab2000 /
postcards.lamparter.org

thepostcard.com/craig
plaza.ch/stones

Fig. 1

Air Bahia (#2) is a colorful wing and it is made of a
puffed vinyl, a stick on and multi-colored.

Timetables:

AirlineCollectibles.com

Airtimes.com

Timetableimages.com

Fig. 9

Mexicana Airlines has about 7 wings that I know
of and I would guess that there are more varieties
than this. Basically, there are two different designs
of the early issues and these say either “Piloto Jet
Infantil” or “Sobrecargo Jet Infantile”. “Sobrecargo”
means stewardess. The stewardess wing is a half
wing and the pilot wing is a full wing just as they
are on the airline. I have shown here a junior pilot
wing in a flat finish (#10). This was also produced
in a high gloss finish as were the stewardess
wings. And there is a gold finished one for the
stewardess. Actually, years ago 1 visited the factory
in Mexico City where these wings are made and it
is a mom and pop operation. The lettering on the
wings is fairly uneven and perhaps this is why. It
was truly a back yard production.

AtR BAHIA
General:

Justplanes.com
Airdiaster.com

Airlinersonline.com

Airplaneshop.com

Geminijets.com

Aero-designs.com
AviationWorld.net

AirlineMuseum.org
Airodyssey.net
Airlinebiz.com

Landings.com
Justplanes.com
CRSmithMuseum.org

Fig. 2
Fig. 6

Another neat and different wing is Air Panama

Airlines (APA) (#3). This is a small junior wing
made of metal and a pin back.

VASF

Fig. 7

Conllnuc.’Ci On The Nt’-xl Page
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Airways was operating that type aircraft and
needed crews with lots of over - water experience.Wings! Badges!

By Charles F. Dolan I have obtained several items of JAT, AVENSA and

VIASA insignia over the last year, but despite nu
merous requests to three Chief Pilots, I have not

added the wings (either cloth or metal) nor the
cap badge (cloth) of Ghana Airways to my display.
1 shall keep pestering the Accra crews for these
items. They may be hard to secure evidenced by
the fact that the crews from JAT, AVENSA and VI

ASA are wearing their former airline wings while
working for Ghana Airways.

Latin American Carriers

When I first got this assignment, I leapt to a wrong
conclusion and began scouring my boxes and
boards, searching for Central American airline in
signia. Finding few, I asked Dr. Charles Quarles to
come to my assistance. He did in two significant
ways. He reminded me that Latin America is de
fined not so much by geography as by language,
thus ranging from Mexico to Tierra del Fuego
where Spanish (and some Portugese) are the lan
guages of the people. He also forwarded seans of
some of the wings in his extensive collection. His
items are given credit in the identifications. I re
turned to my collection and came up with carriers
which fit the bill and some of them are included as
well.

The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001

have changed the world and the United States of
America profoundly. We can only hope and pray
that as we press on with our lives there will be
steady hands at the controls and that the drastic
measures which have been taken in the immediate

aftermath will be carefully evaluated and modified,

if necessary. Some of the measures were obviously
necessary. Others, however, can be termed overre-

action and should probably be discontinued or
modified to fit in with reality. Time will tell.'There is an interesting angle to the acquisition of

my VIASA and AVENSA wings. Most of my VIASA
wings as well as the RANSA wing came from a sen
ior captain, who was a simulator instructor for the
company, whom I met while I was assigned to
Montreal’s Dorval Airport. VIASA had purchased
DC-10 simulator from CAE, but had not started
construction on a building to house it. So. they
had the unit assembled at the CAE facility and
brought the crews north to do the training. I had
the opportunity to speak with this captain many
times and the big prize was the RANSA wing. At
this time, my collection is missing the two-star
wing of the third issue and the two-star wing of
the second issue. If one exists, I need the one-star
wing of the first issue. I have a wing with no star
and wings with two and three stars. Any leads to
the acquisition of these early VIASA wings would
be greatly appreciated.

Bottom Fig. 2Even our society has been effected, the “wings
and things” branch in particular. Recently eBay
placed airline crew insignia on the “forbidden list”.
I have seen items described as “obsolete” or “from

a defunct airline” being offered for bid. Perhaps
this limitation will be re-evaluated and we can re

turn to more normal activities.

a

vAwf,-

A fellow inspector, recently retired, often spoke of

a Chinese curse - “May you live in interesting
times.". Our “interesting times” may have just be
gun.

/:

In July of 2000, Ghana Airways began service be
tween Accra and Baltimore with a stop in Mon
rovia, Liberia or Banjul. The Gambia depending on
fuel burn and political situations.. I missed the
first trip because I was on leave, but I was on
hand for the second arrival. The General Declara
tion presented for the flight held a surprise. The

Perez, late of VIASA, and

Top Fig. 4

Bottom -

Fig. 5

RANSA Venezuela Pilot Wing

NEXT PAGE:

Fig. 1 Caribbean Air Cargo
Fig. 2 Avianca, Avensa, Panagra
Fig. 3 Avianca

Fig. 4 VIASA

captain was one Jesus
several other members of the crew were definitely
not Ghana nationals. Most of the pilots and engi
neers hail from Venezuela and the former Yugosla
via. When carriers AVENSA. JUGOSLOVENSKI
AERO TRANSPORT and VIASA ceased operations,

the experienced DC-10 crews hunted for berths
where they could be found. At the time, Ghana

From The Charles F. Dolan Collection

Continued On The Next Page
Con tinned On The Next

Page
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Aircraft Models!
By Peter Reed

reedxOOl @tc. umn. edu

Panagra Ford Trimotor
APSA Peru Flight Attendant Wing

My one item on the Latin American theme is a
model Ford 5-AT Frimotor against a stormy sky
such as the real thing probably never saw! It is a
1/72 scale Alrfix model usingthe Microscale decals
for Pan American Grace Airways Ford NC8416
which was one of three delivered to the airline in
1929. The model is finished in the usual dull alu
minum finish, but carries light blue strips on the
outer wings and the tail plane, and ”U.S. Mail"
lettering under the port wing.

I

AEROLINEAS ARGENTINAS Argentina F/AWing

Bob Dros 1/72 scale AW 15 ~Atalanta~

wheels, but these were impractical for the rough

Colonial airfields and were replaced by a small

mudguard when in service.

The Atalanta was quite a large aircraft—90 foot
wing span. 71 feet 6 inches in length—but the

power of the four 340 hp Double Mongoose
engines was not much more than one of
the later DC-3s R-1830s. It was of steel

construction, with plywood covering the
front two-thirds of the fuselage and wings,
and fabric over the rest. The aircraft car

ried only 9 passengers, spaced for comfort
in tropical climates: its most important
payload being mail.

AUSTRAL Argentina Flight Attendant Wing

AEROPOSTALVenezuelaPilot Wing

Eight A.W. 15s were built and entered ser
vice in 1932. They were broken into ser
vice on European services, but. by 1933,
they got down to the job they were built for
by flying from Nairobi to Cape Town to Ka
rachi to Singapore —tough stages with de

cidedly hot and high airfields. Two aircraft
flew under the title of Imperial’s affiliate, Indian
Trans-Continental Airways. They toiled on with
unspectacular reliability until 1941 when 5 air
craft were pressed into service with the Indian Air
Force. Their service included maritime patrol with

extra windows cut in the fuselage. They continued
this role until 1944.

Ford 5-AT NC4816 in. Panagra colors (Microscale decal)

Armstrong Whitworth A.W. 15 "Atalanta”

The other two models illustrated were built by Bob
Dros of Bel-Air Models in Amsterdam. These 1/72

scale models are built out of solid Perspex, which,
in contrast to other solid materials, permits trans

parent fenestration. Bob’s models are built for mu
seums and collectors. While expensive, these mod
els testify that “a thing of beauty is a joy forever.’’

The Atalanta model was built to an Imperial Air
ways specification for a fast airliner to operate out

of hot and high airfields along the Empire routes.
It marked a departure from the British predilection
for biplanes, having a fairly streamlined fuselage, a

cantilever wing, and an unique almost-retracted
landing gear. Most of the undercarriage legs and
suspension was actually inside the fuselage so
that the wheels were close to the fuselage sides.
The prototype had streamlined spats over the

AESA El Salvador Pilot Wing

AVIANCA Colombia Hat Badge

My model illustrates G-ABPI, the first aircraft
flown. It was originally the fleet leader “Atalanta",
but after it crash landed on a test flight.that
names was passed onto G-ABTI and G-BPI was re
named “Arethusa."

De Havilland D.H. 91 Albatross

Bob Dros has built the DH 91 in two forms: the

passenger airliner, a twenty-two seater of which
Imperial Airways used five, and the transatlantic

APSA Peru StewardessWing

All wings on this page are from the Collection of
Dr.Charles Quarles. AVIANCA Colombia Pilot Wing

Continued On The Next Page
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Flight ExchangePANAI R
Our Member Forum For Buying, Selling And Swapping Airline Memorabilia

MISC. STUFF AVAILABLE! OK. Guays and Gals. T
haven’t heard from too many people recently. Still

STOCKING up on stuff...wings (both real and jun
ior). playing cards, safety cards, dinnerware, etc. If

you’re interested in ANY of the stuff, please con
tact me (BEFORE it goes up on eBay and you wind
up paying a premium price!). Contact: Dave

Cherkis, 1825 Warrenville ST. Las Vegas, NV
89117. Phone: (702) 360-3615. E-Mail: dee-

ceeflyer@webtv.net

POSTERS & PRINTS WANTED! Generally inter
ested in Eastern, Piedmont, USAlr/USAirways.

Specifically seeking: cl960-1965s Eastern, large,
quantity, DC-9, 727, DC-8, Electra, Convair print.
Old, preferably new Midway Airlines large post
ers—aircraft or scenic. Contact: J.A.l. Miller,
7912-H Harris Hill Lane, Charlote, NC 28269-

0704. E-Mail: 5481410@bellsouth.net.

CONSTELLATIONLOCKHEED

CATALOG. Printed manual shipped to the USA,
$20 ($22 Int:I.). CD version shipped to the USA,
$15 ($17 Int’I.) Both versions shipped to the USA,
$30 ($32 Int’I.). Contact: Greg Smith. 5739 Blue
bonnet! Drive. Bossier City, T^A 71112 USA

POSTCARD
Bob Dros 1/72 scale Albatross Mailplane

ORIGINAL MODEL KIT BOX TOP ART

WANTED!

Looking for original box top art of famous but no
longer produced scale model airliner kits from
HAWK, MONOGRAM. REVELL, AIRFIX. FROG and

AURORA. 1 will consider any reasonable offer

for”originar airliner picture spreads drawn for ini
tial marketing purposes. 1
matching boxtop artwork with mint condition kits.
Please contact: Steven R. Stoneman, 6254 N. Zor-

rela Segundo, Tucson, AZ 85718-3042. E-mail:
StonBtc@aol.com. Phone: (520) 299-9407.

mail plane, of which two were built. My model is of
the latter. It has fewer passenger windows than
the airliner, but an extra curved rear cockpit
window. Criie nose alone is actually quite rcmiiiiS'

cent of the much later DH 121 Trident.) My model
has the prototype registration E-2. This aircraft

went on to become G-AEW, “Faraday.”

AIRLINE MEMORABILIA FOR SALE. Various
books, stickers, and other memorabilia for sale.

Please contact Caitlin Wood Sklar for a complete
list and prices. Home: 202-362-5732. 5544 29th
St NW, Washington, DC 20015.

E-Mail: Cwoodsklar@yahoo.com.

will also consider

The Albatross had the same all-wood construction

as was later used in the legendary Mosquito. The
fuselage was a monocoque shell made of a ply-
balsa-ply sandwich. This light construction,

coupled with its superb aerodynamics, gave the
Albatross fine performance on the low power of
four 525 hp Gypsy Twelves.

WANTED TO BUY: OAG-OFFICIAL AIRLINE

GUIDES. North America Edition for Fall 1969 and

Summer 1972. Please contact: John Millington, 12
Alpine Court, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702. E-Mail:

Johnm747@aol.com

AVIATION VIDEOS and AIRPORT FLIGHT

GUIDES.

Bob Krajewsky, 6766 Watercraft Drive, Huntsville.
OH 43324 (937-843-5274) has for sale aviation

videos and airport flight guides. For free price lists,
call anytime or write. He is also trying to locate
copies of OAGs dating from the 1960s and 1970s.

The two mail planes saw little civil use, going to

271 Squadron of the RAF in September 1940.
They were used for a shuttle service from the UK
to Reykjavik. Iceland where they both had crashed
by 1942. 7^Giiltig vom 1.10.63 - 31.10.63

StnWM Miw ■ 9«wi4

Ci^lH f Cwgi
(Top) Panair do Brasil timetable from October 1963. Issued by
the airline's Frankfurt. Germany office.

I

CDMHAN1A aMNAlTlA
EE AmAGIIlH.SlA.

AMERICAN AmL[NESd,M«UcsS.A. i.'(Bottom) REAL CV340 Postcard

From The Collection of Bill Demarest

In Memoriam

WAHS sadly reports the passing of the following members during the past year.
Our condolences and prayers go out to their families.

George Gayuski

Don Joyce

'V
■

Atalanta and Albatross in front of watercolor Croydon terminal
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UPCOMING AIRLINE COLLECTIBLE SHOWS!!

so CAL AIRLPTES & AVIATION EXPO-Los Angeles

SO L THE ONLY WAY TO FLY

Saturday, January 19, 2002. 9am-3pm. Hacienda Hotel (525 N. Sepulveda Blvd, El Segundo, CA 90245).
For room reservations, call 1-800-421-5900 and ask for Airline Expo Rate. Admission S5. Discount for air

line and aircraft employees with current ID badge. Free shuttle service to/from LAX. For additional informa
tion, contact Phil Martin (562) 434-6701, M-F, 9am-5pm or Dave Cherkis, (702) 360-3615, M-F, 9am-3pm
Pacific Time.

AIRLINE & AVIATION EXPO
AT LOS ANGELES AIRPORT (LAX)

Website: http://www.home.earthlink.net/-wingman/phllexpo.htmlKEITH MANNmG UK SHOWS

SATURDAY, JAN, 19, 2002 -9AM to 3 PMI Saturday, February 3, 2002. South London. Dulwich College, South Circular Road. London SE25 (near
! West Dulwich Rail Station). Hours; 10:30—16:00. Contact Keith Manning: keithmanning01@genie.co.uk

TRADING / BUYING / SELLING OF AIRLINE AND AVIATION MEMORABILIA & COLLECTIBLES

● Jr. Wings
● Playing Cards ● China / Silverware ● Aviation Art

● Advertisements ● Door Prizes

KEITH MANNING UK SHOWS

● Wings
● Models

● Books / Post Cards ● Posters

● Uniforms ● Photos / Slides
Saturday, March 2, 2002. Luton—Vauxhall Recreation Club, Gipsy Lane, Luton, Bedfordshire (1 mile from

London Luton Airport, opposite Luton Parkway Rail Station). Hours: 11:00 to 16:00. Contact Keith Manning:
I keithmanning01@genie.co.uk

CHICAGOLAND AIRLINE COLLECTIBLE SHOW-Chicago

For Additional Information: Phil Martin. 562-434-6701, M-F, 9AM-5PM or

Dave Cherkis. 702-360-3615, M-F, 9AM-3PM (Pacific Time)Saturday, March 23, 2002. 9am-3pm. Holiday Inn Elk Grove Village. 1000 Busse Rd (Route 83), El Grove
Village, IL. Phone: (847) 437-6010. Free airport shuttle to/from ORD. Ask for special airline show room rate.
For more information, send a self-addressed stamped envelope to: Steve Mazanek, P.O. Box 31344, Chicago,
IL 60631 or call (312) 775-5623. TO BE HELD AT THE: HACIENDA HOTEL

525 N. SEPULVEDA BLVD, EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 ● FOR ROOM RESERVATIONS CALL (800) 421-5900
MENTION SO CAL AIRLINE & AVIATION EXPO FOR SPECIAL $71/77 SINGLE/DOUBLE RATE

SHUTTLE TO AND FROM LAX AIRPORT PROVIDED BY HACIENDA HOTEL

KEITH MANNING UK SHOWS

Saturday, May 11, 2002. Heathrow—Feltham Community College, Browells Lane. Feltham, Middlesex
(Approx. 2 miles from LHR). Hours: 11:00— 16:00. Contact Keith Manning: keithmanning01@genie.co.uk

^ ADMISSION: $5.00
DISCOUNT ADMISSION FOR AIRLINE/AIRCRAFT EMPLOYEES WITH CURRENT ID BADGE

AIRLINERS INTERNATIONAL 2002 - HOUSTON

June 20-22, 2002. Sheraton North Houston at Intercontinental Airport. See http://www.ai2002houston.
com for additional information. Airliners International 2002, P.O. Box 101, Covington, LA 70434 USA. For
registration information, Registration@ai2002houston.com. For display hall information, rrwaIlin@aol.

PORTABLE RESERVATIONS, Fill in the information requested below and

send with full payment (required) to:
BEACH CITIES ENTERPRISES, P.O. Box 91051. Long Beach. CA 90809-1051

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY OR TYPE

DISPLAY TABLE: $42 each (6' x 30") up to 46 days before Expo / $45 each within 45 days of Expo.
Add $5 per table for wall space. Includes a maximum of 2 adult admissions

NUMBER OF DISPLAY TABLES REQUESTED:

NAME	

ADDRESS	

STATE

E-MAIL ADDRESS	

CALIF. RESALE #	
ITEMS TRADING / SELLING

com.

KEITH MANNING UK SHOWS

Saturday, October 5, 2002. Luton—Vauxhall Recreation Club. Gipsy Lane, Luton, Bedfordshire (1 mile
from London Luton Airport, opposite Luton Parkway Rail Station). Hours: 11:00 to 16:00. Contact Keith
Manning: keithmanning01@genie.co.uk
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IK By my signature I agree to a release of liability and to hold harmless the Promoters, Beach Cities Enterprises, and the
Hacienda Hotel for any loss of any kind based upon my participation at the above e>^nt.

DATE		SIGNATURE

NOTABLE REFUNDS WITHIN 30 DAYS OF EXPO
42
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